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THU’s technical Florencia model ceiling comprises panels of  
600 x 600 mm manufactured in pre-lacquered or post-painted 
steel. These are straight-edge plates with a semi-hidden T24 mm 
profile system and variable levels of adjustability depending  
on the project. 

They can be made smooth, with multiple perforations or with 
special finishes, as required. They can also feature special acoustic 
insulation when necessary.

metallic ceilings panels

florencia
panel

Smooth Finish

Perforated Finish
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certifications

Flexion Post-painted durability Galvanised durability Hazardous substance 
emission

Reaction to fire

Class 1 Class C EN 13964 4.8 Class B EN 13964 4.8
Does not have 

EN 13964-2014
A1/A2-s1, d0

Smooth Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

finishes

Other colours upon request. 

florencia panel

formats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 600 x 600 - 8

Perforated 600 x 600 - 8

White

Silver

standard colours
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Dimensions Type Material Structure

600 x 600 mm

* more measurements on request 

Installed with 6 mm groove
90° straight edges

Steel: 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mm 
Aluminium: 0.7 and 0.8 mm

 
Weight: 4.63 kg/m2 (AC 0.5 mm) 

5.55 kg/m2 (AC 0.6 mm)

T24 Semi-hidden

1/ Determine the height of the ceiling with a level and mark it with a 
string. Proceed to install the structure.

2/ Install the wall angles with suitable screws and/or studs for the 
wall material.

3/ Fix the hangers according to the type of ceiling to be installed.

4/ Install the primary profiles with a 1200  mm shaft.

5/ Proceed to install the 1200 mm crossed T-shaped profiles on the 
main support.

6/ Install T-shaped profiles on 600 mm on T-shaped profiles on 1200 
mm cross.

7/ Place the panels over the T-shaped structure.

accessories

T-24, T-Clip 24
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped primary (3.7 metres) and secondary (1.2 
and 0.6 metres) profiles with a 24 mm base, which form a rectangular structure over 
which the panels rest. 

mounting
The Florencia panels are manufactured with a support system 
using pressure springs on the inverted T-shaped profile, leaving 
a gap of 6 mm between panels. The panels are manufactured 
from galvanised steel sheets, although they can also be made 
of aluminium. 

florencia panel

Florencia plate

Pressure spring
Profile


